
Robert Smith 
Staff Software Engineer (Contract)

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Over 13 years of hands-on experience in software architecture, design and 
development for enterprise applications. Experienced in leading and 
mentoring teams. Worked directly with management and on cross team 
projects. Versatile and ready to tackle new projects and technologies using 
Agile.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Staff Software Engineer (Contract)
ABC Corp -   November 2014 – Present 

Responsibilities:

 Designed, developed &amp; leaded the migration of auth-cs transaction
linkage project to a more scalable Hadoop based application using map 
reduce, java that associates authorization and settlement transaction 
and subsequently propagates various merchant attributes across.

 This application using a set of business rules in ranking and shortlisting 
the one to multi cases using various matching criteria. This association 
data is being used across various downstream application including 
merchant apis &amp; aggregates.

 Worked on POC using data mining techniques to improve the dataset 
and in building a machine learning classifier that uses supervised and 
unsupervised learning techniques to predict merchant store locations in 
a geographical location based on demographical data.

 Worked and consulted the product team in designing, developing 
various merchant profile aggregates and merchant views deriving 
analytics and volume metrics using big data spark/scala, Hadoop &amp;
hive. These views are being accessed by 300+ business users and 
integrated with various other applications to become the single source 
of truth in the merchant domain.

 Worked on merchant name and geography enrichments using raw 
transaction data through various cleansing and standardizing 
techniques using various matching techniques and analytics.

 Built a machine learning model using gradient boost classifier through 
supervised learning techniques to classify the top merchants.

 Designed &amp; developed various pattern rule-based matching 
processes in Hadoop using weightage techniques to match &amp; 
enrich various datasets (mbrp/psp &amp; ammf.

Sr. Software Engineer
ABC Corp -   June 2011 – November 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Sungard availability services is the market leader in disaster recovery 
and high availability it service provider to fortune 500 companies. Next 
generation disaster recovery portal is a new project based on soa 
architecture started in 2011. I contributed to all areas of new 
development gaining full stack development experience.

 Worked on various proof of concepts for technology evaluations and 
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SKILLS

Amazon DYNAMODB, 
Hadoop, Amazon Elastic 
Compute Cloud, AWS, 
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LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading
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prototype generation.
 Developed rest endpoints for various application services. This includes 

dao implementation using hibernate and various business logic 
implementations.

 Worked on fuzzy logic algorithm based automated inventory matcher. 
This matches customer servers and network equipment to suit sungard 
inventory items.

 Developed various kinds of scheduled applications that do backend data
collection, aggregation and join for usage on dashboard widgets.

 Worked on poc on using cassandra as a time-series database for r2c 
dashboard application.

 The portal integrates with other components for ticketing and 
reservation. Worked on sso integration for some of these components.

Education

B.Tech in Volunteering For Local Schools - August 1998 to September
2002(National Institute Of Technology  - Warangal, Andhra Pradesh )
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